ActivePure® Environmental Decontamination
Overview
Clean air and surfaces are more important than ever before–impacting viral transmission, student and
employee productivity, and overall health–yet most cleaning technologies currently used are inadequate. By
the time a pathogen is passed through a filter or by UV light, it has already spread through a room and
potentially infected people. Used in over 150 schools across 40+ states, ActivePure is a NASA-originated,
FDA-cleared technology that solves this problem by taking the fight to the source. It energizes the air in the
room, producing the same cleaning particles that are naturally found in the atmosphere but absent from indoor
spaces. These particles start inactivating and destroying viruses, bacteria, and mold as soon as they
enter the air and on any surface the air touches, producing a real-time reduction in disease transmission.

How it Works
ActivePure works via a process called Photocatalytic Oxidation (PCO). An ultraviolet light shines onto a
proprietary photocatalyst matrix, converting water and oxygen in the air into oxidative gases (superoxides,
hydroxyl radical, and hydrogen peroxide)–the same compounds that naturally clean the atmosphere. These
particles fill the room and react with any organic compounds (bacteria, viruses, pollution, etc.) in the air,
breaking them down into CO2 and H2O. With viruses and bacteria, these ActivePure particles first
puncture the outer lipid layer or cell membrane, thereby neutralizing their ability to infect and replicate.
ActivePure is different from all other forms of PCO technology on the market. Aerus has spent millions of
dollars and over a decade of research to develop a proprietary coating and patented honeycomb matrix that
magnifies the strength of the photocatalytic reaction, drastically increasing the purification effect.

ActivePure Results
●

ActivePure® eliminated more than 99.96% of airborne SARS-CoV-2 in just 3 minutes at an
FDA-compliant, BSL-4 military research lab

●

ActivePure® Units installed in the Lamplighter school in Texas produced a 96.1% reduction in surface
bacteria, 96.1% reduction in mold, and 70% reduction in total airborne particulates.

●

ActivePure installed in a Pennsylvania preschool witnessed an 80% reduction in sick days and in an
Indiana school an 80% reduction in flu-related dismissals.

●

Portable units installed in multiple ICU’s reduced bacteria, fungi, MRSA, and Staphylococcus Aureus by
up to 100%.

Benefits of Improved Indoor Air Quality
●

Improved student grades, equivalent to hiring tutors or reducing class sizes by 1/3rd.4

●

$400 per worker saved from worker absenteeism–now much higher due to COVID-19

●

~8% increased productivity, or $6500 per employee, found by Harvard researchers3

●

Save $3,000-$6,000/year by reducing teacher sick days. A study found that teachers contracted

airborne respiratory diseases almost 50% more frequently6 than the general population.
● Before COVID-19, poor indoor air quality was estimated to cost US employers $168 Billion per year in
health and productivity impacts.1 The cognitive impact on classroom performance could cost
$20,000 / student.2
● For every 1 standard deviation rise in particulate matter over an average PM2.5 concentration
increases the likelihood of having mental illness (including depression) by 6.67%, translating to an
annual medical expense of $22.88 billion.5

What it Kills
ActivePure has been tested in FDA-compliant, independent laboratories and proven to rapidly inactivate and
eliminate a wide array of viruses, bacteria, and mold. These studies have shown that ActivePure can reduce as
much as 99.9999% of surface and airborne contaminants with a 99.99% reduction in as little as 20
minutes. Pathogens that have been tested against include:

Safety
ActivePure devices have been proven to be safe in laboratory studies, FDA review, and millions of installations
across the globe. They are considered so safe that the Cleveland Clinic was eager to put them in adult surgery
rooms, as part of an ongoing trial to reduce surgical infections. Independent laboratory results have shown that
ActivePure® does not produce ozone or VOCs, and H2O2 levels remain below 1/20th of what OSHA still
considers safe (the levels produced are comparable to what is found naturally in the atmosphere).

Some Current Installations

About Aerus
Aerus LLC was founded in 1924 as Electrolux USA. The Dallas, TX - based firm specializes in cleaning,
sanitizing, and disinfecting air and surfaces. It's used worldwide, and customers include Major League
Baseball, Hilton, Google, and the Cleveland Clinic (used in operating rooms), Canadian Health Science
Center, Facebook, CitiBank, Mitsubishi. MedStartr Direct has partnered with Aerus to distribute ActivePure
technology to provide cost savings, improved health outcomes, and increased work productivity.
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